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Formal definitions of type mineral specimens
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Type mineral specimens are reference samples for the SPECTMENS

definition of mineral species. The biological sciences have The following kinds of type specimens are those accept-
a long-established system of type specimens, but the for- ed and approved by the Commission on New Minerals and
mal designation of such samples is a relatively recent Mineral Names and the Commission on Mweums of the
matter in mineralogy. Indeed, for a vast number of min- International Mineralogical Association. It is emphasized
erals, some first discovered in antiquity, and many others that the designation of type material of a mineral species
as recently as this century, there exist no type specimens is the responsibility of the senior author of the original
at all. In many such cases, the best available information desuiption of that species. In the case of "old" species for
comes from designations such as "original material" in which no types were designated by the senior author, qual-
museum catalogues and on some old labels. Interpreta- ified, tentative designations may be given by the curator(s)
tions of labels, however, even if they are in the hand- having castody of the oiginally studied material. ft is most
writing ofthe original describer, should always be treated important in cases such as this that the curator acts with
with utmost caution. the utmost responsibility and caution. If there is any doubt

Embrey and Hey (1970) provided a thoughtful discus- thqt certain material represents the material originally de-
sion of the problems associated with type specimens, and scribed, no type designation should be conferued. Curato-
the practices of our colleagues in the biological sciences, rial designations are not binding on the Commissions; they
and proposed an argument for distinguishing seven kinds may be revised dcontroversy requires their review. In such
oftypespecimens.Werecommendareadingoftheirtext cases, review will be by the Commission on Museums,
for a perspective on the matter. IMA.

The effort of Embrey and Hey (1970), intended as a
discussion paper, did much to generate informal debate DrrtNtrtotvs

and discussion within the curatorial community. Some Holotype: A single specimen (designated by the author)
of the type designations srggested by Embrey and Hey from which all the data for the original desuiption were
(holotype, cotype, and neotype) were rather widely ac- obtained. Where portions of such a specimen have been
cepted. The Commission on Museums (CM) had (ca. sent to other museums for preservation, the author will
1976-1978) adopted, in part, these definitions as the designate each ofthese as "part ofthe holotype."
background basis for the CM project on the listing of Cotype: Specimens (designated by the author) as those
type specimens. Unfortunately, in the compilation of data used to obtain quantitative data for the original desuip-
for this project, only a few curators used this suggested tion. Specimens examined only visually should not be con-
nomenclature. The lack of formal, rigorous definitions sidered cotypes.
and the absence of international adoption, or even the Neotype: A specimen chosen by the author of a redefi-
sanction of professional societies, made use of these terms nition or re-examination of a species to represent the
inconsistent at best and contradictory at worst. species when the holotype or cotypes cannot be found. It

Accordingly, the definitions presented here were draft- must be shown that every attempt has been made to locate
ed and circulated to the Commission on New Minerals the originally described material. Neotypes can also be
and Mineral Names, IMA, and to the Commission on designated when examination of all holotypes and cotypes
Museums, IMA, for discussion and consideration. After has shown that the definitive unit-cell parameters and
a review period, they were revised, and recirculated to chemical composition cannot be experimentally deter-
both Commissions for formal voting. The following mined. All neotypes require the approval of the Commis-
statements and definitions, in italics, were approved by sion on New Minerals and Mineral Names of the Inter-
both Commissions: national Mineralogical Association.

r u.s.A. member, commission on New Minerals an - - -' 
Both holotypes and cotypes are possible' and even ad-

Names, International Mineralogical Association. 
c Mrneral vantageous, for a mineral species. The use of "holo" here

** Chairman, Commission on New Minerals and Mineral is to indicate all of the nacess&ry data were obtained from
Names, International Mineralogical Association. the holotype specimen. If the author of a new mineral
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description chooses to designate additional samples as co-
types, this is permissible. Such cotypes are designated only
if they were used to obtain quantitative, but not necessary,
data. Thus, a mineral species may be represented by a
holotype and one or more cotypes and/or neotypes.

Drscussron
We present some examples to illustrate these defini-

tlons:
Mineral-A was described in such a manner that all the

necessary data werc obtained from one specimen; that
specimen is the holotype.

Mineral-B could be defined only if more than a single
specimen were used to provide the necessary quantitative
data. These specimens are cotypes and there is no holo-
type.

Mineral-C was defined by data derived from a single
specimen which is, of course, the holotype. If additional
data which were not necessary to define the species were
obtained from other specimens, these additional speci-
mens are cotypes. These cotypes might have provided

data to indicate the variability of the chemical, optical,
crystallographic or other data for the species.

Mineral-D required redefinition, but none of the orig-
inal type material could be found. In such cases, a neo-
type specimen may be designated by an investigator, but
only with approval of the Commission on New Minerals
and Mineral Names, IMA.

Investigators are encouraged to deposit all type speci-
mens in nonprivate, institutional, professionally curated,
research-oriented museums and to clearly designate the
type status of each specimen, using the definitions pre-
sented here. Furthermore, scientists are encouraged to de-
posit such material directly with the museum and not to
employ nonscientists or commercial dealers as interme-
diaries.
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